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Mike Revy, Founder, CEO

Mike Revy is a Web3 developer, veteran Wall Street trader, investor, and programmer who
founded Bulla Network in 2021. He is a UCLA (BA linguistics and CompSci) and Pepperdine
(MBA) grad. A Swiss/US national, Mike speaks German, French and Solidity. Working to realize
the full potential of bankless finance. LinkedIN

Jeremy Frank, Developer

Jeremy Frank is a quantitative finance professional turned software engineer and Web3
enthusiast. Jeremy merges two decades of investment and software experience to drive
innovation toward a decentralized future. LinkedIN

Colin Nielsen, Developer

Colin Nielsen, a full-stack blockchain engineer, is a Web3 developer with a FinTech background.
He has contributed to DeFi projects Shoyu and SushiSwap. He is a mountain-lover and world
traveler. LinkedIN

Ben Gobeil, Developer

A senior full-stack developer, Ben has worked for nine companies in the desktop, mobile, Web
and blockchain industries. An F# Software YouTube content creator and consultant, he
released the Facial Recognition Framework plugin as the youngest Team Lead at Genetec. Ben
is now focussed on bringing Web2 skills into the Web3 world. His education includes a B. Ing. in
Computer Engineering from UdeS and a Co-op in problem-based learning. LinkedIN

Mike Perez, Product Designer

A Senior User Experience Designer, Mike has worked for Innovation Labs at Charles Schwab,
Lifion by ADP, and Honeywell. His training includes a B.S. in IT from Rutgers University and UC
San Diego. LinkedIN

Manasi Shetye, UI Designer

With more than seven years experience working in the design industry, Manasi helps
businesses find meaningful and profitable solutions for digital and print collateral. She has
extensive experience working with the consumer, healthcare and software sectors. Her
background includes experience and training in Graphic Design, Branding and Advertising.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/mrevy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeremy-frank-frm/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/colinnielsen/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-gobeil-16b662114/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelwperez/


Jennifer Lisle, Marketing & Communications

Marketing and communications professional with extensive experience writing, editing and
developing stories for national newspapers, magazines and websites. Education includes BA,
Eng, Economics, Tufts Univ, MA, English Lit., Middlebury College. Jennifer is eager to help
uncover the virtues of the DeFi world. Hiker, skier, reader. LinkedIN
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-lisle-240a88/

